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Political Science Professor Takes Post at National Defense University
Political Science professor Gawdat
Bahgat has been selected for a faculty
position in the Near East South Asia
Center for Strategic Studies at the National Defense University in Washington, DC. Dr. Bahgat, who directs IUP‟s
Center for Middle Eastern Studies in
addition to his teaching responsibilities, will be on leave from IUP for at
least a year to serve in his role at
NESA. NESA‟s goal is to enhance security in the Near East and South Asia
by building relationships and promoting effective communications through
interaction in an academic environment. This includes building partnerships among security professionals and

leaders in the NESA region. NESA
staff members have served as ambassadors, government ministers, military officers, and university faculty.
Bahgat will also be responsible for

Dr. Gawdat Bahgat

Spanish Education Program
Receives Consecutive National
Recognition
The Spanish Education K-12 Program of Teacher
Preparation at IUP received national recognition for the
second time from the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) and the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE). The program earned special accolades for
providing teacher candidates with a strong background
in content, requiring them to meet Advanced Low proficiency in speaking and writing (although the state of
Pennsylvania requires only Intermediate High for certification), offering extensive field experiences in a variety of settings, working with highly qualified supervisors and mentor-teachers, and maintaining strong collaboration with IUP's College of Education and Educational Technology. The program was initially recognized in Spring 2006 and the first to be fully recognized
with ACTFL's new Program Standards for the Preparation of Foreign Language Teachers, which were published in 2002. The program is also the first foreign
language program in the nation to be fully recognized
in a second review cycle under the 2002 standards.

briefing American and foreign
diplomats and military leaders
on topics related to the Middle
East in his faculty role. Bahgat
has worked at IUP since 1995
and has served as director of
IUP‟s Center for Middle Eastern Studies since 1997. He is
the recipient of many grants
and awards. He has published
several books, and his most
recent book, Sovereign Wealth
Funds in Non-OECD Countries, will be released later this
year. Bahgat has also published close to two hundred
articles in scholarly journals.

Journalism Professor to be Deployed to Afghanistan in April
Dr. Michele Papakie, a member of the IUP Journalism
Department, and also a lieutenant colonel in the 171st
Air Refueling Wing of the Pennsylvania Air National
Guard, has recently been informed that she will be
deployed to Afghanistan in April. She is expected to
return to the U.S. in October, 2010. Dr. Papakie notes
that, “I have been in my unit for 23 years,” she said,
“and I‟ve never been deployed for more than 15 days
at a time. I feel like I‟ve spent my career always training for the „big game‟ but then sitting on the bench.
I‟m looking forward to taking my turn to serve, but I
will really miss my students,
family and friends. With
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and e-mail, I‟m hoping
to stay as connected as possible while I‟m away so no
one forgets about me.”
Good luck and stay safe,
Dr. Papakie!
Dr. Michele Papakie
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English Undergraduate Conference Held on Campus
This year‟s English Undergraduate Conference, “Reading, Writing, and Identity,” was held on Monday, February 15, in Leonard Hall. Undergraduate English majors shared their creative works, research projects, and critical papers in panels and workshops over the course of the day. Session topics included “The Use of Web -quests
in the Classroom,” “The Identity Matrix of Social Networking,” and “How the Writing Center Works to Improve
Writing.” The conference also featured a keynote panel on “Reading, Writing, and Identity” with English Department faculty members Dr. Lynne Alvine, Dr. Gloria Park, Dr. Veronica Watson, and Dr. Ron Emerick. Over
150 students and a large number of English Department faculty members attended this year‟s event, which was
organized by Dr. Heather Powers and Dr. Cheryl Wilson.

Journalism Department
to Host “Right to
Know” Symposium
March 31
A symposium on Pennsylvania's
new Right to Know Law is
scheduled for Wednesday evening, March 31, at the Hadley
Union Building's Ohio Room.
The symposium, titled "The
Pennsylvania Right to Know
Law: Power to the People," will
convene a panel of news-media,
legal and academic experts to
discuss the law and answer questions about the Jan. 1, 2009, statute that provides reporters and
citizens unprecedented access to
public information. The symposium is another in a series supported by the Elizabeth Ray
Sweeney Trust, a fund for enrichment of journalism education
and public understanding. The
event is sponsored by the IUP
Department of Journalism and
organized by its chapter of the
Society of Professional Journalists. For more information, contact the Journalism Department
at 724-357-4411.

Anthropology M.A. Students to Compete in
Ethics Bowl
Five students in the Department of Anthropology‟s MA Program in Applied
Archaeology Program will be competing in the Seventh Annual Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl at the Society for American Archaeology Annual Meeting
in April. The Ethics Bowl brings eight teams from across the nation together
to debate ethical issues that face many practicing archaeologists. The goal of
the event is to foster discussion of these difficult issues so that students grow
into conscientious professionals. This is the first time that IUP has sent a team
to this event and the students are actively preparing with weekly practices.
The team consists of Angela Jaillet (captain), Lisa Dugas, Jonathan Libbon,
Seth Mitchell, and Kristin Swanton under the direction of faculty coaches Ben
Ford and Sarah Neusius. The team plans to unseat Ford‟s alma mater, and
current Ethics Bowl champions, Texas A&M University. We have it on good
authority that the trash-talking has already begun. Good luck team!

Back Row (l to r): Jonathan Libbon and Seth Mitchell
Front Row (l to r): Angela Jaillet, Kristin Swanton, Lisa Dugas
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Journalism Students Work with Indiana Borough on Public Relations
As part of IUP‟s civic engagement initiative, the students in
Dr. Michele Papakie‟s JRNL
492 Problem-solving in Public
Relations course have partnered
with Indiana Borough to develop a public relations
plan. The plan will be prepared

throughout the spring 2010 semester.
As part of the project, students will be
working as advocates of the borough to
ensure the borough has a strong public
image. Local public relations activities include helping the public to understand the municipality, its activities
and services. The primary purpose of

the plan is to build and maintain
positive relationships with residents,
local businesses, and the media. As
part of this effort the Journalism
students will be conducting a series
of surveys, workshops and discussions throughout the semester.

English Department Hosts Academic Literacies Symposium
The English Department is pleased
to announce the Academic Literacies Symposium event that will be
held on February 27 and 28, 2010 at
IUP. The aim of the Academic Literacies Symposium is to provide an
opportunity for both graduate students and faculty members to share
research on the pedagogy and investigation of academic literacies

across educational contexts. The symposium will highlight two distinguished scholars: Dr. Alan Hirvela of
Ohio State University and Dr. Suresh
Canagarajah of Penn State University.
Both keynote speakers are authors of
many important works in the areas of
second language literacy, multiliteracies in the US, the political and social
status of English, and issues regard-

ing cultural globalization and language teaching. The Department
looks forward to having you participate in this important symposium. If you have questions,
please contact the symposium
organizer, Dr. Lisya Seloni, at
lisya.seloni@iup.edu.

Philosophy Department Holds Speaker Series
The Philosophy Department continues its speaker series, having
already held two colloquia this
semester. On January 29th, Dr.
Jennifer Bates, an Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Duquesne
University (Ph.D., Philosophy,
University of Toronto), presented
a paper titled, “Hegel and
Kierkegaard on the Generation of
Anxiety.” Dr. Bates specializes
in German Idealism and early
Nineteenth-Century Philosophy
and has published widely in this
area (including a book coming
out this spring titled Hegel and
Shakespeare on Moral Imagination). The second speaker, Dr.
Christian Becker, gave a talk on
Sustainability Ethics on February
19th. Dr. Becker is an Assistant
Professor of Philosophy and Science, Technology, and Society at
Penn State University [Ph.D.,

Economics, University of Heidelberg, Germany, 2003; Ph.D.
(Habilitation), Philosophy, University of Kaiserslautern, Germany,
(thesis under review)]. His work
focuses on the development of a
new moral framework for dealing
with the need to transform our lifestyles and, indeed, our social and
political structures to make them
environmentally sustainable. The
department was very pleased to
have Dr. Becker present his work
on this topic as this is a rapidly developing area of philosophical research and is of great import to the
general public. The third and final
philosophy colloquium of the semester will be held on Friday, April
16th from 3:00-5:00 PM in the
Eberly Boardroom. The final
speaker will be Dr. John Christman,
an Associate Professor of Philosophy, Political Science, and

Women‟s Studies at Penn State University (Ph.D., the University of Illinois). Dr. Christman specializes in
Social and Political Philosophy, focusing particularly on issues of
autonomy and self-identity as they
pertain to social and political action.

Dr. John Christman
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